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MEETING OF THE HAVERFOFD STUDENTS' COUNCIL 
Wed., Sept. 3, 1 986

Hello, I hope everyone had a fur! summer. For all you
freshmen, transfers, and anyone who forgot about me over th,e
summer, my name is Greg and I am the Students' Council (SC)
Secretary. My main „job. to most of you will be writing to
you about all the earth-shattering issues SC is discussing.
For the most part these minutes should be placed
appropriately by your toilet.

Announcement*
First, Missy (SC Co-President

I

) announced that this
year will be more exciting. If you don' t remember what
happened last year, we spent a lot of time cleaning up the
party policies, entertainment fund and all that stuff which
was necessary, and done well, but kind of boring.

Alcohol Policy
Last year Dean Freddye Hill organized a committee of

Haverforct Students to draw up a cohesive policy on alcohol.
The final draft came out last spring and went into affect in
May. This policy has been an Administrative policy created
and enforced by the Administration. Many of us on SC found
the following problems with the policy:
1 - We questioned the effectiveness of high-protein food to

reduce the of 	 of alcohol.
2 - We felt the policy involved the Honor Code and the Honor

Council as the chief elements in its enforcement, and as
such needed to pass a plenary with a 2/3 vote.

3 - We felt the clause or. silent and disruptive drunkenness
was too strict.

In addition to defending the effectiveness of high-
protein food, Freddye mentioned it is included in the
Bacchus report, a report which forms the basis of most
colleges' alcohol policy. The high protein clause,
theref ore, al so stands as an attempt by the college to keep
our policy legally consistent. She is allowing some changes
in the "silent and disruptive" clause. She maintained it
was not important for a plenary to approve the policy
because it is an administrative policy. Some members of
council do not like a policy with such potential far-
reaching affects to be created and enforced by the
administration as it is not "in the Haverford spirit." To
accept this policy because it is a good policy is setting a
precedent, and in my own words, "The administration nas
their eye on a drug policy, and probably a sex policy and I
don't like the precedent it sets." (Voted quote of the
w eek. ) Josh Force felt it was not too bad and we might as
well accept it and comply as we feel. Rich Thau (First VP)
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Have a good week,
Greg Salathe
SC Seretary

THE STUDENTS
without giving the Honor Council any authority which create 	 Cn
ambiguity over who has authority to deal with infractions.
Mabusha felt we should just present it at plenary and let 	 C116

a
everyone approve or disapprove it. However, at plenary, no

 would be allowed as a Lawyer has confirmed the
language to be legally acceptable. Well, we'll talk more
about this issue, but tell anyone on council how you feel.

Skeeters Pizza
Dave Blume is now beginning to repay his debts to all

but SC. In hay SC'-sill own Skeeters and it will be open to
be run by anyone through concessions; the manager gets paid
through the profits. In order for SC to take the business mall
over, though, Dave must make at least $1000 a month for six
consecutive months. By the way freshmen, the pizza is good,
cheap, and fast - buy lots.

Plenary

On Sunday, Sept. 21 there 'will be a plenary and we are now
accepting resolutions. One resolution SC is considering is
asking for a Student Center.

Here to start a great year: Xavier Romeu & Missy Galen (co-
presidents), Richard Thaw (1st VP), Magarita Garcia (2nd
VP), Jon Kane (Treasurer), Greg Salathe (Secretary), Richard
Smith, Kurt Ryden & Jesse Yallof (HPA), Kevin Daley & Rich
Espey (Barclay), Joshua Force & Manuel Suro (Gummere),
Stacey Jacobs (Lloyd), Mike Surko (Leeds), Mabusha Masek la
(Jones), Robert Larkin (Lunt), Stu Brown (Comfort), John
Trohn (Houses), Mark Chaiken (BMC), and Liana Swann (off-
campus)

Not here, probably overwhelmed with visions of a great year:
Jonathan Karp (2nd VP)
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CM
Announcements

Mabusha Masakela spoke about a project he was	 Cn
considering. Mellon Bank, a bank which holds many
Haverford students' accounts, allegedly has investments in
South Africa. Mabusha thinks it would be a good statement
if Haverford organized a- run on the bank. This is still

Cal)tentative, as he has not yet confirmed that they do
actually have South African investments, but you may here
more on the subject soon.

Kurt Ryden mentioned that he was considering
sponsoring a resolution at plenary calling for a school
mascot. When asked if he would dress as whatever plenary 	 II"!
choose he replied, "I dressed as a woman last year, I'll do
any thing!" We' 11 take y our word for that.

0

z

Alcohol Policy
We spent a long time arguing over this issue, and I

am going to try to tell you all the ideas that were thrown
around, so pull up a seat it may take a while.
Originally there was a phrase in the policy, "Drunkenness,
silent or disruptive will be seen as against the code of
conduct of the College and will not be tolerated." Many of
us felt this statement did not reflect the view of most of
the Haverford community. After a meeting with the
Executive Council Freddye agreed to change the phrase to
"Drunkenness in any form, be it the result of drinking at
social events or solitary drinking, is harmful to
individuals and the corporate life of the Community and
therefore will not be tolerated." Perhaps more
significantly the phrase was moved from the end of the
document to a more clarified positicn in the policy. The
intent of the clause is to inform the students that the
Administration does not accept drunkenness as an acceptable
activity or state of mind. However, many members of SC
feel that with that sentence in the document they would not
want it to pass plenary and gain authority by becoming a
student rather than an administrative policy.

Such a view was far from the consensus of the
meeting. Many members pointed out that while the policy
does restrict some of the individual rights at least on
paper, it does protect a party thrower in an age of ever
growing alcohol-related lawsuits. Others suggested that by
helping the college the policy was really helping us. Rich
Thau warned us against throwing out a good document because
of ore bad sentence. Kurt Ryden felt the policy really
involves the Honor Code and as such needed to go before
plenary. However, would the policy be rejected all mention
to the "Honor Council" would be changed to "the Deans'
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Office." For this reason Missy felt the policy should
pass, she doesn't want to see st.udents let such authority
slip from their hands. She feels the spirit of the policy
is good. John Trohn said, "I've partied as much as anyone
here," and he feels the policy should pass. Josh Force
feels the administraticn is working for our good and we
should support them. Xavier spoke for many when he
expressed his dislike for the drunkenness clause, yet
wanted it to go before, plenary to find out how everybody
felt about drunkenness.

I said that we are not voting on a spirit but a
tangible document which in my opinion was written without
adequate student _input and as such doesn't reflect the

cconsensus of the community. It is a perfectly good
Administrative policy, let' s leave it as such. Mabusha
feels the policy is not in the spirit of the code, and is
as hypocritical as the society it initially condemns.
Liana bluntly said we all know drunkenness would be
tolerated so this would be a blatant lie, and to have it a
part of the Honor Code would make a farce of the code.
Margarita reminded us that in her home, "If you are old
enough to reach the counter, you're old enough to drink."
Mark Chaiken felt students should have the same chance as
the administration to write an alcohol policy so does not
want this particular policy to go to plenary. "We are not
here to be realistic or practical," he said, and should not
accept a policy if it contains a sentence we dislike.

It was suggested that we present the policy without
the one sentence not as an administrative policy, but as a
separate student policy, subject to changes as students see
fit. We did reach a consensus that we all tolerate
drunkenness in some forms, contrary to the wording of the
policy.

Boozing it up in the SC room: Xavier Romeu & Missy Galen
Ism	 (co-presidents), Richard Thau (1st VP), Magarita Garcia &

lila.	
Jon Karp(2nd VP), Jon Kane (Treasurer), Greg Salathe
(Secretary), Richard Smith, Kurt Ryden & Jesse Yallof

<	 (HPA), Kevin Daley & Rich Espey (Barclay), Joshua Force &
Manuel Suro (Gummere), Stacey Jacobs (Lloyd), Mike Surko

mos	 (Leeds), Mabusha Hasakela (Jones), Stu Brown (Comfort),

Ci)	

John Trohn (House . ․ ), Mark Chaiken (BMC), and Liana Swami
(off-campus)

Home hung-over: nobody, we were all there!

Have a good week,
Greg Salathe
SC Secretary
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>

	MFFTIMm OF THE HAk4=RFf7RD 'ctTlITN=NTS'   or)September 29,, , 1996

Happy Birthday to Xavier Romeu and Mark CI -,aiken whose	 or)
birthdays were celebrated tonight with cake, soda and
general frivolity.

We passed out folders full of valuable SC info to all
the dorm reps, so if you have any questions about the
constitution, party policies, or any other policies, please 	 (71)
see-the dorm rep of your dorm.

President Stevens has approved all the resolutions
:011passed in the last plenary. Missy and Xavier purchased

"non-smoking" signs for the Coop and game room.
Every week SC members will attend Administration	

EMI

meetings and Bryn Mawr SSA meetings. This week Orlando
Vidal and Meg Russell will go to Bryn Mawr and Mark Chaiken
and-Orlando will attend the administrative meeting.

New York Times - Jon Karp went back to talk to cur freind 	 ;2!
with the Ttmes. He also met with the Haverford appointees
for the position, Steve Walsh and Peter Soggin. After .

telling him the alternative may be withdrawing the Times
from campus, the district manager for the newspaper agreed
to accept our appointees this year. He would still like
greater authority in the future; we are sort of an anomaly
in that we are one of the only colleges to choose who shall
distribute products on campus. But we all seem to like it
that way so we shall maintain our present policy.

Study Breaks - The constitution requires that all dorm reps
have a dorm meeting twice a month. To get attendance at
such meetinos, Dave Berque and Beth Mintz instituted "Study
Breaks," a dorm meeting with refreshments and a lighter
atmosphere. Unfortunately many of us use the opportunity
to just stuff our faces with donuts and caffeine soda to
help us through a long night of studying. Or try to grab
refreshments for the 10:15 movies. Maroarita claimed to
see, ".	 . people just dip their middle finger in and grab
3 donuts and leave." Stu Brown also pointed out another
problem with donut breaks: "We'd: never get people on diets
to show up." So while we shall continue this fine
tradition, we just strongly urge everyone to use the time
for a little constructive discussion on what you want your
dorm reps to do. it was also emphasized that dorm reps
should do more to make them interesting and we'll vary the
food.

Head Librarian - While the new Head Librarian Michael
Freeman didn't show up, he was supposed to talk to us af-,rnut

any suggestions we had for the Library. We compiled a list

HAVERFORD COLLEGE
PA 19041
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THE STIJDENT

without him: better ventilation in the Gummere-Morley room,
open Phillips wing more, "Word" disk on reser
at night (1 am.), open before I pm. Sundays,
chairs, better lighting on stacks and main fl
publicity on language lab, and better mirofil
But, we said we liked the fountain room, the
atmosphere-on the main floor, and overall fel
was fantastic.

Pprmr	 gpals - EVeryone said their goals for the semester
which included; a student center (guess who); a mascot
(guess who); better use of lounges; many attempts to make
North dorms a little more active; better security, repairs,
a snack bar, and Washing mahines that work in HPA; real
lights on HPA paths; and a more efficient SC. We had many
interesting comments. Alex Karp: "If I could clean up the
bathrooms in Gummere I would be happy." Give that man a
mop. Carmen Perez: I'm a freshman so I don't have any
ideas yet." Orlando Vidal: "I want to give up smoking"
have to give Orlando Quote-of-the-week for that one -- what
a dreamer.	 .	 •	 -

ve, open later
more soft
mor, better
'. equipment.
more social
t tte library

Activities Committee - We're organizing the Philly. Event
Fund, The Student Guide, and the Lunt Party Room. We
deided to get mare mops for the party room, and get a fan
(a great big one in a window) to bring the tempratures down
to two didgets. When asked if the fans were on last
Saturday I replied, " Everything was spinning that night."
We were wondering if there would be support for running
buses into Philiadelphia on occasional weekends.

Eating cake with us: Xavier Romeu and Missy Galen (Co-
presidents), Margarita Garcia and Jon Karp (Co-2nd VP),
Greg Salathe (Secretary), Robert Brickman .-and , Alex Caro
(Gummere), Stacey Jacobs, Mark Chaiken, and Mithelle Albert
(HPA), Kurt Ryden, and Carmen Perez (Barclay). Michael Sisk
(Lunt), Ed Ionenberg (Comfort), Stu Brown (Jones), Manuel.
Suro (Houses), Tom Hartman (Off-campus), Crlando Vidal
('AMC), Jane Severn (Lloyds), Meg Russell (Leeds)

Home dieting - Rich Thau (1st VP) and Jon Kane (Treasurer)

Have a good week,
Greg Salathe
SC Secretary

HAVERFORD COLLEGE
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MEETING OF THE H_AVERFORD ITUDENTS' COUNCIL
Sunday, Oct. 5, 1986

Announcement s
Freddye Hill is forming a Drug Policy Committee. One

member of the community will be appointed by SC, there will
be an Honor Council member, two students from Bryn Mawr, and
a slew of administrators from both colleges.

There will be no Study Break after Fall Break.

Study Breaks
Turnout was mixed for the first Study Breaks, HPA had

terrible attendance which was blamed, at least in part, on
the sad excuse for a lounge in HPA. Some cf the requests
were for change machines in the laundry rooms, shower
curtains which fit the showers in Barclay, and other
requests from Physical plant. Kurt Ryden advised us on now
to get things from physical plant: "Be an #&@hole, it works
for me." HPA residents generally regards security along the
path and in HPA as grossly inadequate.

THE. STUDENTS

Cl)
Cl)

smi

Food Situation
There seems to be a general consensus that the food at

our beloved dining center is worse this year than at any
time in recent memory. Many people claim the service is
worse, but Ed Zonner.berg feels they're helpful. What really
upsets many people is that they seem to run out of essential
things (eg. silverware, glasses, milk, soda, food). Alex
Carp said, "When I come up from cross-country everything
edible is gone." Has anyone tried to grab a cup of coffee
or cereal at 10:01 in the morning? They lock that place up
like a fortress and seem to draw pleasure in telling you to
go nungry. To get a bag lunch because of class conflicts
you need a note from your dean, most deans pin it on your
shirt with a safety pin. What about those great new
dispensers at the salad bar, give us back the cheap old
pumps that worked. Mark Chalker: gloated about living off
the meal plan, "I only ate on campus once and it was
disgusting, I won't do it again. The potatoes were
crunchy." We will pass all such complaints on to DAKA and
the administration.

Dorm Rep Fund
There is a fund available for dorms do do stuff. In

the past there have been picnics, parties, fancy study
breaks and more. Talk to Jcn Kane because funds are
limited, and the funds could be supplemented with large or
small party fund money.

Mascot
Kurt counted the ballots for a school name and the

results are: Other	 2e, No Vote - 75, "Earthquakers" - 177,
The Fords - 213. So we are the Fords. There was a good
showing for the Goats, the Oats (Go Oats), the Black
Squirrels, and the Slugs.

HAVERFORD Cou.eur
PA 19041
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Bryn Mawr flew e
Saskia Subramanian and Linda Friedrich from Bryn

Mawr' s SGA came to our meeting and told us some of the
issues SGA is discussing. Xavier introduced them by saying:
"Since Saskia and Linda are here we' re going to take
advantage of them." They want a banking machine in their
Campus Center. They have problems with their underpaid
security force who are seen more often in Dunkin' Donuts
than on campus. Then in a story right off of Wall Street
the Bookstore, which nobody knows who owns,- is overcharging.
student and is now trying to corner the book market with a
hostile takeover of the student-run used bookstore. The
bookstore supposedly turns its profits over to a scholarship
fund, yet their are no records of these transactions.

Appointments
I always just give the committee and the appointee

because the rest is confidential, but don' t gat the idea
that their job is easy. This committee, under joint control
of Margarita Garcia and Jon Karp, works their buns off.
This past Sunday they worked from 11:00 - 5:30!
Athletic Liaison - Lara Wozniak ' 90 and Jonathon Schwartz
' 90
Psychology ad hoc Search - Marlene Schwartz ' 88
Administrative Advisory Committee - Mike Kane '89 and Manuel
Mattke '90
Long Range Planning - Adam Kaminer ' 89
For next week - Security Advisory, Tri-College, Plant and
Property, Drug Committee, Council's Committee on
Implementing Diversity

Steve Cary
Steve Cary came to speak to us about the role of

consensus in decision making at Haverf ord. We will either
all reach consensus, or stand outside of consensus if we can
allow a proposal to go through but not support it, or block
consensus if we absolutely object to proposal. Thank you
very much Mr. Cary for your continual guidance of Student
or ganiz ations.

Who was there: Xavier Romeu and Missy Galen (Co-presidents),
Margarita Garcia and Jon Karp (Co-2nd VP), -Jon Kane
(Treasurer), Greg Salathe (Secretary), Robert Brickman and
Alex Karp (Gummere), Stacey Jacobs, Mark Chaiken, and
Michelle Albert (HPA), Kurt Ryden, and Carmen Perez
(Barclay), Michael Sisk (Lunt), Ed Zonenberg (Comfort), Stu
Brown (Jones), Manuel Sure (Houses), Tom Hartman (Off-
campus), Jane Severn (Lloyds), Meg Russell (Leeds)

Representing us at BMC - Orlando Vidal (BMC)
Representing BMC at HC - Saskia Subramanian and Linda
Friedrich
Missing - Rich Thau (1st VP)

Have a good week,
Greg Salathe
SC Secretary
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The Alumni Office has given us a descriti.onof th=

alumni representative position, which we will soon sand to
all seniors through campus mail. The election has
tentatively been set for Nov. IS.

It has been difficult to use the computers in recent
weeks bec ause of the hi oh demand for the limit=d	 0-F
computers available,. Upon the reocomendation n-F the
Computer Center Staff, we have decided to put the voluntan, ,

monitor system into affect this week. This oystem is
usually reserved for final= week, and organized by the SC
presidents. This year Stu Brown will head the nrnnrem.
But we feel this is not the reenbneihility nf 7317.7 the.
nnllego should adnreee the demands on ,- n=iter time tv
etudents. If more time ie needed they ehculd hre. studento
tn keen it open later at ninht.

There will be a community meeting to address the
"Beau and Priscilla" case in terms of how it reflente i7,nd
affects the honor code. Three members of the community .

requested that the Honor Counnil hold this meeting, and a
committee composed of those three and four Honor Council
members was established to write several nrnnossle r cm
discussed. All decisions will be non-bindin, 	 tte
community members have rem,mested that the prsocsals

on 	 The date has been set for Nov - . 1-=, anri
has been set vet. Missy and Xavier will 7 - Jerk the :i.setins,
but this is not a plenar , . By the wa,, all lcttars sn all
fsauce which annear on the comment board hsve bsan
cc SC filee.

Thank you •Tom Hertman for running vans Funded hv PC_
to the election pnlls.

Study Break Quest I noel cc
We passed out guestionaires in study break conloennino

the Possibility of placing a TV in the Coop. .6.14% of the
returns favored a TV. 'while 36.74 voiced an emphatic nc -1	 To
eetisfv those who went a TV while not offenriinn thsec
nopesed it was eumneeted thst the set be plahad in the
sunken lounoe. Some problems with this. plan e ,;-re pdt.s.L
put: interference from both outsidere s,nd WPC 12.Todt.s.sta,
and we may have a problem due to CAKA'= now
serving stuff in the sunken lounge. Other sudoestiths
made such so the hunt party 7rsm, which is imprsctipal_
Orlando suodested his rmnm. Alex 1<arn gs ,,e a -aa ai
plea for s TV srfluino that "everyrine should have the iaht
to watch TV" this is America.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE
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THE STUDENTS

Party Policy Enforcement 
Because of a growing national movement against

underage drinking, many area colleges have begun strictly
enforcing the 21 year old drinking age. Although Haverford
has shown integrity in resisting this movement, we are
faced with many students from other campuses visiting to
take advantage of our ability to serve alcohol as well as a
growing concern for the repercussions of area high school
students visiting , to drink. As a result of these
unwelcomed visitors, there have been many ugly incidents
recently when visitors forced their way into parties, which
has led executive council members to believe it is
necessary to both strictly enforce the checking of I. D. 'a
at parties and have security guards present at large
parties. The recent Peace Party at Founders' demonstrated
the careless attitude with which alcohol is sometimes
served on campus, and Executive Council instructed the
Social Roundtable to better control the serving of alcohol.

In the first major party of this weekend, at the
Dining Center, several kegs stood unattended in.the middle
of Lloyd green surrounded primarily by people from other
campuses until Missy finally brought the kegs to her own

.suite in Lloyd and checked I.D. 'a herself. The Barclay
Party was handled in a manner much more consistent with the
responsibilities of sery ing alcohol to minors; I. D. s were
well checked and the kegs were well monitored. But in the
future we have to try to regulate better the consumption of
alcohol on this campus. .

Expansion of Library Hours
Only at Haverford could this be a pressing concern.

In our earlier survey at the request of Mr. Friedman, the
new Head Librarian, extended hours at the library were a
major concern. Aaron Tandy, from the Library Advisory
Committee, spoke to us about the possibility of holding the
library open later at nights and opening it earlier
Sundays. To do so the library needs more money from the
Administrative Advisory Committee, so we invited our reps
to the AAC to the meeting so they could understand the need
for more money. We cannot skimp on funding for the hottest
social scene on campus, can we? The library also wants
money to install a new computer card catalogue which would
tie together all the libraries on campus, Bryn Mawr,
Swarthmore, Penn, and someday the world! Besides, it would
force all Liberal Arts majors on campus to come to terms
with the harsh realities of high technology. There will be
a survey issued by the library, through campus mail, to
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THE STUDENTS
measure community sentiment on different aspects of the
library. This is important; for example the administration
has suggested removing the fountain lounge room to create 	 Ci.111)

, more space, although Mr. Friedman does not agree and a
group of students plan to chain themselves to the fountain 	 (11)
in pr otest.

0

CI)

aeytsecLiatartealnegntanLagaiejlmu. F
As discussed at our last meeting, we would like to

see the plenary mandated Entertainment fund restructured.
Tentative guidelines stipulated that three events must be
thrown which may not be parties but which may include a
party alone with the entertainment. In addition, the
committee will throw parties funded by large party fund if
there are no parties on a weekend. The amount of money I
quoted last week is not included in the guidelines and the
funding would be up to the discretion of the Treasurer.
There has. never been a stipulation that the Entertainment
Fund may not purchase alcohol.

0zCommittee on Diversity 
This committee deals primarily with the concerns of

women and racial minorities in both the curriculum and the
faculty composition. They established the diversity
requirement, have begun working with the Admissions office,
and have begun working on gay rights. The committee has
been restructured this year to include Pres. Stevens, Dean

'Hill, and the Provost, Hank Payne; all the big-wigs of the
administration. The problem is that there is a history of
students resigning because they feel their views are not
valued, and the Minority Coalition 'refuses to send a
representative. We want to know what is going on and
invited our current rep., Liz Eisner, to talk to us. She
feels that because the discussions are so heated students
feel less important than they really are, and that some of
the problem stems from the fact that all decisions must be
approved by the Educational Policy Committee, which usually
waters everything down. She recommended we continue
supporting the committee, especially because of the new
changes this year. She stressed that she did not speak for
those who resigned.

The Coop - What the #0%S is going on?
•We have talked about this a lot and have given you

all sorts of conflicting reports, mainly due to bad
communication with the administration. Well, we get blue
tiles cheap because the old carpet company screwed up real
bad. Those plastic tiles will go in front of the Coop
counter; not carpet, because it would cost $2000 to replace
the carpet if it proves impractical. So basically we have

HAVERFORD COLLEGE
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THE STUDENTS
two choices, blue plastic tiles or blue plastic tiles	 CI)

-	 -	 -

(should we call a special plenary for that decision?). In
an emotional moment Tom Hartman told us his feelings, "I 	 Cill)
don't object to the blue tiles, what makes the place
special is the people there, it doesn't matter where we

0stand to eat the food." What a guy, he gets the quote-of-
the-week. Later more changes will take place, and next
week we will begin to make those decisions, so tell your 
dorm rep. what changes you want and what color you want it
to be. Anybody who likes the present ugly orange will not
be counted.

Appointment e mil
Annual Giving Committee - Jonathan Mengel ' 89 and Aaron

Tandy ' 88
Customs Heads - Donna Rothmund ' 88 and Dennis McCarthy ' 88

Next week Mark Chaiken will go tho Bryn Mawr's SGA Z
meeting and Rob Brickman and Alex Karp will attend the
Administration meeting.

Who was there: Xavier Romeu and Missy Galen (Co-
presidents), Margarita Garcia and Jon Karp (Co-2nd VP), Jon
Kane (Treasurer), Greg Salathe (Secretary), Alex Karp
(Gummere), Stacey Jacobs and Mark Chaiken (HPA), Kurt
Ryden, and Carmen Perez (Barclay), Michael Sisk (Lunt), Ed
Zonenberg (Comfort), Stu Brown (Jones), . Manuel Sure
(Houses), Tom Hartman (Off-campus), Meg Russell (Leeds) and
Orlando Vidal ( BMC)

Missing: Michelle Alberts (HPA), Ed Zonenberg (Comfort),
Mike Sisk (Lunt), Manuel Sure (Houses) and Jane Severn
(Lloyd) Tonight's meeting was changed to 5 pm to
accommodate the Honor Code "Town Meeting" and Jane and
Manuel both said they found out too late,

Orlando Vidal is not a non-entity, I just forgot to
include him in either those here or not here. I just
thought if we all ignored him long enough he would either
leave or stop smoking.

Amy I appologize for all my recent butchering of the
English language. (The poor woman was sitting on a toilet
in Leeds wondering how to flush down my grammar. )

Have a Good Week,
Greg Salathe
SC Secretary
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THE STUDENTS
MEETING Or THE HAVERFORD STUDENTS' COUNIL•

Dec. 7, 19Q6

4)D12=771,71
- Mark Chaiken will attend the next Administration

meeting.

2 - Kari Sykes '27 has Cerx.n elected . the Alumni Rep + . '.71'r tne

Oise= of '27
3 - Board of Manage:re. Meeting - All the bigwig-7 who cont:- . c1

the schOoi met over the pa=t weekend. The main topic +07
this meeting was hi-college cooperation. They decided to

place greater emphasis on cooperation in the admissions 	 -

policy and pledged their support for those poor Mawrters as

they face their present financial troubles. In fact, the
two schools have taken on a joint investment in a new firm.

They decided to review all tenured and nontenured profeSsorS

every five years, whih is sure to be a popular move with our;

favorite professors. This is the year we are withdrawing 

our South Afrian investments from , those companies ranked in

division 2 of the :Sullivan Priniples. Unfortunately our

broker ia upset with uE for divesting and placed us in a

lower investment level so we won't earn as much, but that's,

the price we pay for maintaining investments consistant with

our values: Lastly, there was talk about the alcohol policy

and its similarities with Bryn Mawr's.During this discussion

some influential members expressed their concern that at

Haver-Ford, unlike BMC, SC money can be a3located for the

purchasing of alcohol. Especially in the light of the

increase of outsiders at our parties, this puts a lot of

strain on our liability. This issue will be discussed

further in their February meeting, so hold on to your beer

mug, this could get interesting.
.

glASOTT,._gpMMittfeHeadS - Next year's committee heads, Donna
Rothman and Dennis McCarthy, spoke to us about their

progress in their new positions 	 They have selected the

committee, and decided ten rather than the traditional

twelve members is a good committee size. They should
distribute a survey on customs next semester, and plah to

have customs teams chosen before spring break. They want to
increase the number of UCA's and look forward to close

relations with BMC as both of them are freinds with Suzy

Sullivan, the BMC customs head.

Party_Admission_Pol,icv - To deal with the rising number of

outsiders attending our parties, which has put our funding
of alcohol under question, we have drawn up some strict and
hopfully effective guidelines. Alex Karp summed up most of
our opinions in saying, "I don't want to lose the alcohol,

have a vested interest here." Essentially the policy is as

follows: 1) In order to gain admission to any Haverford
Social event (the 3ibrery doesn't count) you must show your

tri -college ID or Haverford room key. Sorry, everyone
should be 'carded' even if the party thrower rsognizes the '

dummy . ---To fc - got the -:r ID ( ,--, 17 ,-; makes the7 , walk baok to HPA).

PT, 	117'	 7' re°
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cr)
cn

2) All such social parties must ha ,,e 7eople carding, and
ft is a multi. --loation event, cartind occurs: at all loations.

7.) Deals with the enforcement - more later. 4) If you . bri.ng
themguest you must sign thm in, 1F --Eve yeur . ID at the door,

and you cannot leave the party location without theM. 
know this sounds harsh but we Fords, having basically no
backbone, often say people are our guests because they want
to go to the party and drink.	 If everybody at the News, will,

ignore, my lack of objectivity, it has+hie attitude in
the past which has led to these measures preventing people

from screw up everything for us.

Everyone coneensed to all the new regulations but we
have yet to decide the enforcement mechanism. The rough
draft read that failure to follow the rules would result in
loss of 4unding. Jon Kane originally had problems with this

es it would probably the treasurer who would break this news,
to the party thrower.. Also, beause most parties are funded
in advance, this would. prove impossible to enfore in
pratice. 'It/was Suggested that party throwers put down a
deposit which they get back only after a party where the
guidelines have been followed. Another suggestion was that
those throwing a party recieve pre-funding for all but the
alcohol which will be funded for only after the party when
the guidelines have been followed. But both suggestions
have flaws and we will determine how to enforce the policy
later. Another problem is in the enforcement during actual
parties. Xavier explained that right now SC members attend
all parties and make sure - ID's are checked. "The
Administration has been popping up at all the parties, - so
now we pop up as well." Actually I must admit most of us

w athave been a bit slo	 "popping." But we feel this in the
long run is the be 	 policy.	 '4

Admintstration_Meptings - In order to cut down on the
misunderstandings between SC and the deans it was suggested
that the Secretary (that's me) take minutes at all meetings
since I have nothing better to do but go to parties to.oheck
ID's. Previously the meetings were supposed to be 	 !
confidential and unrecorded, but this left confusion between

all parties involved and the community in general.

Snowball - SC members are all doing all sorts of stuff to
help out the super Snmb 11 Corrittee who	 anned.dp,

i...
great party.	 i„......._\ , 	 6- ,L45=k m,AcuL	 V, n Q.. pl,Ick..4

Dnuo_Egli .cy - The committee will be spending 3 days in
Colombia, no I mean the Poconos, on a retreat to discuss

their concerns and policy. They want to educate students

about the harms of drug abuse, and how to recognize such a

problem. They will put a survey out in the beginning of

net semester to examine student opinion on drug use. SC...

stressed that if the policy inv(nlve.,--; the Honor Code it must
be presented in the February "spring" plenary, or wait until.

HAVERFOEJ COLLEGE
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THE STUDENTS

At-the request of the members of the Social
Roundtable, Ent. Fund and the party funds, we will make
sure we invite them to future meetings when they will be
discuseed directly. :Xavier and Missy wanted to clarify some •
misinformation in the last jESUE of the News on the
Entertainment Fund. The ID checking at the Barclay Fund was
not neglected for only one fifteen hour period, Xavier and
Missy were there for several longer periods when ID's were'
not checked. Missy said she was misquoted and that the
personally checked ID's for .2 1/2 hours - during the
Entertainment Fund party with the beer on Lloyd green. Also
the window -in Barclay was broken by only one Penn student.

_	 :.
Here for the last meeting of the semester 	 Xavier Romeu and
Missy Galen (Co -presidents), Rich Thau (1st VP), Margarita
Garcia and Jon Karp (Co-..-2nd VP), Jon Kane (Treasurer), Greg
Salathe (Secretary), Robert Brickman and Alex Carp
(Gummere), Stacey Jacobs and Mark Chaiken (HPA), Kurt Ryden
and Carmen Perez (Barclay), Michael Sisk (Lunt), Ed
Zonenberg (Comfort), Stu Brown (Jones), Manuel Suro
(Houses), Tom Hartman (Off-campus), Orlando Vidal (BMC),
Jane Severn (Lloyds), Meg Russel (Leeds)

Home thinking about her finals: Michelle Albert (HPA)

Have a good break,
Greg Salathe
SC Secretary

ADMINISTRATION . MEETING
Monday, Dec. 8, 1996

We had a meeting with the Deans during which
many issues,

we discussed.	 1

Barclay Decorations - Some s udents have complained to the
Deans that the light tree on Barley is 'offensive. We told
the Deans that under the Honor Code it should therefore dome'
down, but also under the Code the offended-parties should '
confront the people who hung the lights, not the Deans or

The Game . Poom - Over the weekend someone broke in and stole
money from the juke hox. We clarified that security should
lock the room at 12 pm on weekdays and at 1 am on weekends.
Also, the Deans suggested that to ensure it stays locked,
the practice room be used only during the game room hours. :

Ei ":17 tly h7, C 7-7 73	 7 17
-4,	 Lu'r	 L'As
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Party Admission Policy	 We explained to ,hem the new

procedures which they liked.

P,7igot!dlFunOrld - Well if t. -;19 News will one again forgive

my lack of objectivity, this locks like Trouble note the

capital T). The college law,er told Dean Hill that he

strongly urges that we no "longer fung a:onhol at parties for

liatilitv reasons.	 In addition, the Board of Managers is

pretty much in agreement. The issue wiII be discussed again
in the beginning of next semester. Estive Council feels
this is not a good move for several reasons. First of all,

Haverford does not have the lounge space in the dorms to

implement a dorm party system like EMC. This means our
parties will probably have either admission charges, or

parties will be smaller and by invition only, breeding an

atmosphere of social exclusion and leaving some students
with no party life. We feel basic to the Haverford social

life is both a sense of community and the ability of all to ,

equally Participate 	the social atmosphere regardless of
financial concerns or popularity. This move endangers both

D4 these concerns. For these and other reasons Executive

Council will continue to oppose any change in the present

policy.
Have a good break,

Greg

Ar;	 ';%	 Eu-s) -„_L._
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Administration Meeting 
Februarg 29, 19117

Present: Bob Brickman (Treasurer), Andrew Celwyn (Secretary), Dean
.Robyn Doan, Joe Falcone (co-2nd V.P.), Dean Freddye Hill, Matt Kreyling
(Comfort), Alex Leventhal (co-President), Chip Rosenfeld (co-President),
and Dean Steve Waster.
General business: The meeting opened up with a basic run down of what
SC had discussed Sunday night, i.e. the cafe, the BMC Rep election, and the
SC Scoreboard... The discussion moved to extending library hours. The
problem with extending hours is not so much in the cost, but in the
organization of staff. Michael Freeman came to speak on this issue and
seemed optimistic about making changes... Council mentioned problems
in the dorms regarding vacuums, washers, and dryers. Bob Brickman
complained that the dryers don't give him his twenty five cents worth
(some things just don't make sense at all)... Chip and Alex asked for
guidelines for students who want to be tutored in a specific subject. In my
next Minutes I'll print a formal guide to getting yourself a tutor. If anyone
desperately needs a tutor right now, please ask your professor and she/he
should be able to point you in the right dierection. (I could just tell you
from experience....but that's another story!)... The Administration wants
the Appointments Committee to set up specific guidelines surrounding all
aspects of the appointments process. Joe Falcone said he was already
working on it.
Food for thought: Alex and Chip took a minute to talk about the Food
Service Committee. In addition to the ongoing discussions about Daka, Chip
and Alex have a group of volunteers who will help out Betsy Marks, the
FSC representative, in documenting both problems with Daka and how Bryn
Mawr's food service operates. Such a project will give concrete
recommendations for Daka to work with. Thanks to all who showed up at
the FSC meeting last week.
HPA lounge?: The Administration, to say the least, was not very keen on
the idea of creating a lounge in HPA 26. The reason being that the last
three times they have fixed it up, it has been vandalized and completely
destroyed. Perhaps if the students fix it up, we will take more caution to
make sure it won't get trashed again. Definitely a topic for further
discussion.

Thanks go to Bob Brick man for helping compile these Administration
Minutes.

-Andrew CelwynHAVERFORD COLLEGE
PA 19041

215-642-2526



3/25 S.C. Executive Council/Administration Meeting

Dean Hill could not attend since she is still in Africa.

Gummere Laundry Room Light Switch:

In the Gummere laundry room the light switch and power work

on a timer so when the timer goes off, all of the washing
and drying machines stop and people lose their money. Norm
Ricker said that he will have electricians look into that;
in the mean time if people lose money they will be
reimbursed.

La Casa Pathway:

When it rains a lot the path to the stairs of La Casa
becomes really muddy. S.C. reccomended that gravel could
help out. Norm Ricker said o.k.

Lunt Party Room:

Last week a window was broken in the Lunt Party Room by a
guy from Johns Hopkins who was a guest of a Swarthmore

student who doesn't -have any ties here. There is a question
of responsibility since people said that the window casing
was not right. Greg Salathe (GS)- Luckily people ran over
when they heard the crash because the people who were
throwing the , party didn't take down any I.D. information.
S.C. will get more involved in explaining party guidelines

before people throw them. Physical Plant has not offered an
estimate for the window but the cost will most likely be
split 50/50 with the culprit. 	 Steve Watter (SW) - people
have been sloppier and sloppier about following	 the
guidelines.	 I hate to make examples of people, but they
should get to me by Wednesday or sooner if they are

interested in using the room that week.

Storage:

Storage facilities are open at the very beginning and the
very end of the school year for students. Previously the

facilities were open 24 hours a day, but this taxes Security

since H.P.A. storage must be opened by security people as

real people's stuff is housed there as well. The
administration proposed that this year storage facilities
would only be open from 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. S.C. expressed
concern that during finals period people are often rushed

because of studying, packing, and taking exams. S.C.
proposed that because students are under so much pressure
already during exam week, storage should be open from 9 a.m.
to midnight on campus and in H.P.A. storage would be open
during specific time periods. These time periods would be
decided on during the next regular study break in H.P.A.

1



Jay Stokes asked if there are any provisions for a couple of

safe buildings. Norm Ricker explained that the cost of
putting bars on the windows of fourteen buildings would be
prohibitive. Since storage is assigned by apartment, bars
would have to be installed in all of the buildings. Kevin

Daley asked about the possibility of using some of the
garages; but they are wet and rented out. Robin Doan said
that she would ask Pat McCannon in H.P.A. to have the
basement windows nailed down.

The Administration has proposed that students would not be
allowed access to the storage facilities until the beginning
of the semester since customs people and athletes leave the
place in shambles trying to find their property. S.C.
proposed that a specific place or places be set aside for
those who return early which would also solve the headache
of having even more property there at the start of the year.

(NR)-we'll look into it - that seems like it would be the
lesser of two evils.

Parking:

While spots are easy to find during off hours, there is a
severe shortage of spots on campus. Sometimes prospectives

have had to drive around for half an hour to find a spot.
Some faculty members have experienced problems during mid
day as well. At plenary students voiced a strong concern
that cuttng down trees should be kept to a minimum. The
Administration has proposed that parking privileges be taken
away from freshmen and sophomores. S.C. pointed out that it
doesn't seem fair to make a division between sophomores and
other upperclassmen. Many sophomores live in H.P.A.; some

are off the meal plan; and many are customs people and thus
would have real need for a car. (GS) - could some new spaces
be provided cheaply? (NR) - We are looking into that. Over
the summer, the field house parking lot will be repaved and
lined; we may get 10 more spots that way. Also spaces may
be put where the athletic buses currently park. More
extensive solutions will have to be found for the long term
since the parking shortage is only getting worse. As far as
keeping parking priviledges for sophomores, Norm Ricker will
bring the situation and possible solutions up with the
powers that be.

The Coop Renovations:

Robin Doan got quotes on the cost of reupholstering the
couches.	 Labor alone would be $400 - $600 for each couch

which would be too expensive. 	 Physical plant is looking

into covering the tables with the "finished oak" formica in-
house which would save a great deal of money. The new
formica was chosen since it matches the other wood-work

closely and would not become outdated.



Robin Doan suggested that the Coop be painted in light and
pleasing colors. She suggested pastels. A light cream base

color would match the palest blue from the carpet. The huge
poured cement blocks in the back wall would be painted in a
random order - peach, blue, camel, cream, rase, tan. These
colors would be carried through probably as far as the
mailroom.	 The trick will be to cover enough upholstry to
make the couches fit.	 It is difficult to make acdUrate

estimates since the bookstore has not figured out exactly
how much space the new expansion will occupy. It might only
go as far as the column standing in the yellow-carpeted area
furthest from the bookstore. Greg Salathe pointed out that
a lot of the wood paneling around the Coop area is water
stained - he asked if it could be sanded.	 Robin Doan said

that the renovations will hopefully be done by school.	 She
is looking into the possibility of installing some sort of
an air filter device in the coop.

Dining Center Staircase:

A couple of the long windows in the stairwell rattle because
they are loose. Norm Ricker is now aware of the problem and
will take care of it.

Present:

S.C. -

Kevin Daley, Margarita Garcia, Steve Hecht, Stacey Jacobs, Alex
Karp, Kurt Ryden, Greg Salathe,, Rob Sturr, Alan Weintraub.

Administration -

Vernon Dixon, Robin Doan, Joanne Hutchinson, Norm Ricker, Steve
Watter.

These minutes are meant to act both as a summary to inform the
community and as a record to avoid confusion for those involved

in the discussion. Because the discussion at these meetings
often assumes prior knowledge, I am trying to make these minutes
more understandable. Feedback would be great.

Alan Weintraub
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Minutes 3-29-87 

Announcements 

1) Despite the rumors, concessions will not be used to raise money for
the Discretionary Fund.
2) Please bus your own table in the Coop. Even it looks better clean. 	 CI
(Yes, their are degrees of awful)
Parking

1) This summer, the administration plans to re-pave the parking lot 	 MEE

behind the field house and thus add approximately ten spaces. However,
these extra spaces will not effect the administration's decision on
whether to limit cars to juniors and seniors. Council, as stated in last
weeks minutes, has problems with such a policy. Therefore, we reached
consensus that all sophomores should be allowed cars because many are
customs people or live at H.P.A. Also, including sophomore s, council
reasoned, will help prevent a clear separation between classes. For our
part, we will send out a letter reminding H.P.A. residents to register their
cars and, unless absolutely necessary, not to park them on campus.
.2) In the spirit of the Plenary resolution, council plans to urge the
administration to ticket cars that are parked in faculty spaces rather than
towing them. This simple change would raise money for the college
instead of keeping a towing service in buisness.

Drug Policy 

1) Council viewed a rough draft of the Drug Policy. Mostly, it will serve
to educate students as to when and how they should get for help for
themselves or others.

Computer Monitors 

1) Starting this week Margarita and Greg, our two happy co-pres., will
organize volunteers so that the Stokes computer center can be kept open
all night.

Apology 

HAVERFORD COLLEGE
PA 19041

215-642-2526
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1) A few weeks back I forgot to include the dorm goals of the Houses rep
Manuel Suro. He wants to have a houses news letter and a central
study break.

ADDOintments 

1) Brian Buttidieg (88), Danny Friedman (88), Catherine Cornwall (88),
and Peter Taylor (89) were appointed to head Three Seasons.
2) Phil Mintz (88) and Jon Bernhard (88) were appointed to head the
Large Party Fund.
3) Dierdre Cryor was appointed Work Day Director.

Margarita Garcia (Co-pres.),. Greg Salathe (Co-pres.), Steven Hecht
(Vice-pres.), Stacey Jacobs (Co 2nd vice-pres.), Kevin Daley (Co 2nd
vice-pres.), Kurt Ryden (Treasurer), Alex Karp (me) Rob Sturr (H.P.A.),
Nisrin Pendi (H.P.A), Eduardo Pretell (Jones), Ed Zonenburg (Comfort), Alan
Weintraub (Lunt), Kenneth More (LLoyd), Paul Ferrer (Barclay), Jackie Davis
(Barclay), Peter Borland (B.M.C.),, Betsy Morgan (Gummere), Manuel Suro

. (Houses), Meg Russel (Leeds) and Tom Hartman (Off campus) were here.

See ya next week,

P.S. I know the minutes are dry this week. Please bear with me; it's hard
to joke about parking. Besides, you always have my spelling to laugh at.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE
PA 19041

215-642-2526 	



THE STUDENTS
Minutes 4-5-87

Announcements

1) We have had a meager response for items to raffle at the Haverfest
auction. However, Margarita and Greg, our two co-pres., were volunteered
by council to be waiters to the highest bidder.
2) Elections for sophomore reps. to the Board of Managers are going to be
held once again.	 The first election was invalidated because only
sophomores were allowed to vote when, in fact, all classes can
participate. Only two hundred people voted in the second election and
more people voted no-vote than for any other candidate. Consequently, you
will receive yet another ballet and perhaps a few fliers from the
candidates.
3) Students who wish to keep the computer center open after regular
hours may do so. Applications to be a volunteer computer monitor are
available at stokes 8.

Discretionary Fund

1) Council reached consensus on going ahead with the idea to have a huge
party to raise money for the Fund. This party, as mentioned in the
previous minutes, will have prizes such as a trip, a Honda scooter etc.
(Personally, .11n hoping that Pres. Stevens will help us in our struggle to
raise money for the Discretionary Fund by donating his Maserati- which I
plan to win)

Drug Policy

1) The policy ought to be in the everyone's mailboxes and and in the News
by next week. Then the Drug Policy Committee will hold a forum thurs.
April 23 so that the community at urge can respond.

Appointments

1) Tigist Hairu was appointed to the Committee on Student Standings
and Programs.

Margarita Garcia (Co-pres.), Greg Salathe (Co-pres.), Steven Hecht

HAVERFORD COLLEGE
PA 19041

215-642-2526 	
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Cri
(Vice-pres.), Stacey Jacobs (Co 2nd vice -ores.), Kevin Daley (Co 2nd
vice-pres.), Kurt Ryden (Treasurer), Alex Karp (me) Rob Sturr (H.P.A.), Jay
Stokes (H.P.A.), Ed Zonenburg (Comfort), Alan Weintraub (Lunt), Jackie
Davis. (Barclay), Peter Borland (B.M.C.), Betsy Morgan (Gummere), Bob
Brickman (Gummere), Manuel Suro (Houses), Meg Russel (Leeds) and Tom
Hartman (Off campus) were here.

See ya next week,

HAVERFORD COLLEGE
PA 19041

215-642-2526 	
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Announcements

Minutes-April 12,  1987

1) This coming study break will have Matzah for those celebrating°
am=

Passover.
2) April 22 there will be a central study break. The Contraception
Awareness group will speak.
3) The Honor Code Retreat will be in the first or second semester of next mmll
year. If you have any suggestions, such as which semester it should be
held, or whether you feel it should be mandatory, see your dorm rep.

Vandalism

1) Security checked the fire alarm system in the north dorms and found
that several of the bells were intentionally broken. They fixed them.
But, only a week later several were damaged again. Greg, our now unhappy
happy co pres., summed up councils feeling toward these acts of vandalism
by saying, "thats stupid. ..people could die". In fact, Rosemont college had
a fire last week.

Awards

1) Applications for the awards council gives at commencement are due.
For details or nominations contact your dorm rep. or an executive council
member.

Appointments

1) Andrew Celwyn (90) was appointed to the Telephone and
Telecommunications Committee.
2) Kathy Galwin (88) was appointed to the Collection Committee.
3) Jen Gould (88) was appointed to the Committee On Diversity.
4) Meg Russel (88) and Billy Bragin (89) were appointed to be heads of
Alternative Concert Series.
5) Trish Markus (89) and Ed Zonnenburg (88) were appointed to be heads
of the Small Party Fund.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE
PA 19041

215-642-2526
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Margarita Garcia (Co-pres.), Greg Salathe (Co-pres.), Steven Hecht
(Vice-pres.), Stacey Jacobs (Co 2nd vice-pres.), Kevin Daley (Co 2nd
vice-pres.), Kurt Ryden (Treasurer), Alex Karp (me) Rob Sturr (H.P.A.),
Nisrin Pendi (H.P.A.), Jay Stokes (H.P.A.), Eduardo Pretell (Jones), Ed
Zonenburg (Comfort), Alan Weintraub (Lunt), Kenneth More (LLoyd), Paul
Ferrer (Barclay), Jackie Davis (Barclay), Bob Brickman (Gummere), Manuel
Suro (Houses), Meg Russel (Leeds) and Tom Hartman (Off campus) were all
here.

See ya next week,

HAVERFORD COLLEGE
PA 19041

215-642-2526



T E STUDENTS
Minutes-April 26,  1987

Announcements

1) The last meeting, which was held April 21, was about who council
will nominate for its awards and thus was confidential. Council would,
however, like to state that the we are extremely impressed by the quality
of the people considered. In fact, in numerous instances people were so
outstanding that we had trouble deciding who deserved the awards.
2) Since this is the lost meeting for the year we celebrated with punch
(which Kevin and Stacey drank too much of) and some chips. Yes, the life
of a dorm rep. is hard.
3) The Educational Policy Committee is planning to summit to the
faculty a proposal effective for the class 1991 that suggests Dimension
points only be given in classes taken for a grade. This would mean that
when you take a class pass/fail no Dimension points would be given. Since
most people in council questioned this measure we are going to send out a
questionnaire to measure student opinion. Please fill it out so we can
accurately represent your views.

Dorm Damages

1) Recently, many incidents of vandalism targeted at the fire safety
equipment have occurred. Further, just last week Wellesly College had a
fire in which a person was killed because the fire safety equipment had
been tampered with by the students. So- for everyone's sake- please do
not vandalize the fire equipment.
2) In order to stop further damage to the fire alarms the administration
plans to, first, fine the floor which the damage occurs on for the amount it
costs for them to be fixed. The next, and following, time(s) damage
occurs each person on the floor will be charged 25 dollars.
3) Another step the administration plans to take in order to make the
dorms safer in case of a fire is to have a fire safety coordinator in each
dorm. In case of a fire this person would know exactly what to do.

Security

HAVERFORD COT.LEGE
PA 19041

215-642-2526
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1) Two attacks have occurred recently: a woman was accosted in front
of the library and three Bryn Mawr students were held up on the meeting
house path just past Varnall. Please be careful. These instances happened
on, or near, campus. If you plan to be walking around late at night it might
be best to walk with a friend, or call security and ask for an escort.

Board Of Managers

1) Our two happy co- pres., Greg and Margarita, went to the Board Of
Managers meeting and reported some interesting things. First, the college
plans to build a computer center at H.P.A. (I hope they plan to chain the
building to the ground because otherwise someone will come along and
haul the whole thing away) The managers are also considering a proposal
which will allow Haverford to invest in companies partially engaged in
military production. Thus, a company like Boeing, which has some role in
military production but mostly produces for civilian use, could be
considered for investment. Currently, if the company has any role in such
production the College cannot invest.
2) The first two elections for the Board of Managers rep. were
invalidated. The former because everyone is allowed to vote and only
sophomores participated; the latter because only 156 people voted and
no-vote beat all other candidates. Before the the third election Greg and
Margarita, our two happy co-pres., asked the candidates if they cared
whether the election was decided by majority, in this case meaning the
winner would need more than 40% of the vote, or plurality, the most
votes. The candidates did not have an opinion so Greg and Margarita
decided to see what happened in the election. When Mike Kane received a
plurality of the vote and the candidate in second was no-vote he was
elected. Having no guide from the constitution, Greg and Margarita
reasoned that to have the election decided on the basis of a majority
would force another election- or perhaps endless elections. There simply
are not enough people who vote to get the 40% minimum turnout needed.
(Although that would have been a heck of a run-off, Mike Kane vs the no-
vote- almost as exciting as the Leanord-Haglar fight)

Appointments Process 

1) Some people on council wanted to discuss and work out some of the

HAVERFORD C 41 1:.-EGE
PA 19041
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problems they perceive with the process. The discussion focused on what
candidates should know before they enter an interview and how we should
reach consensus in general.

Margarita Garcia (Co-pres.), Greg Salathe (Co-pres.), Steven Hecht
(Vice-pres.), Stacey Jacobs (Co 2nd vice-pres.), Kevin Daley (Co 2nd
vice-pres.), Kurt Ryden (Treasurer), Alex Karp (me) Rob Sturr (H.P.A.),
Nisrin Pendi (H.P.A.), Jay Stokes (H.P.A.), Eduardo Prete11 (Jones), Ed
Zonenburg (Comfort), Alan Weintraub (Lunt), Jackie Davis (Barclay), Peter
Borland (B.M.C.), Betsy Morgan (Gummere), Bob Brickman (Gummere),
Manuel Suro (Houses), and Meg Russel (Leeds) were all here today.

See ya next year,

P.S. MI work on the spelling over the summer- that ought to keep me busy.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE
PA 19041

215-642-2526



	THE STUDENTS
To:	 Haverford College Community
Listed below are the members of Honor Council for the first semester, 1987-1988

HONOR COUNCIL DIRECTORY

1. Jess Adkins	 '90	 18 Hannum Drive 2A 645-9923

2. Jon Bernhard	 '88	 Lloyd 41	 D 645-9860

3. Peter Borland 	 '89	 Gummere 234 B 649-5009

4. Ron Christie	 '91	 Barclay	 107A 642-3045

5. Rob Colson	 '90	 Lunt 44 A 896-0115

6. Kate Davenport	 '91	 50 Hannum Drive 2A 896-5887

7. Marla Head	 '88	 Comfort	 13 C 649-2713

8. Steven Hecht	 '89 (Chairman) 	 Barclay 403 649-2656

and 642-CODE

9. Steven Kirz	 '88	 415 W.	 Lancaster Ave. 649-7593

10.Tamara Lave	 '90	 Lunt 43E 642-4093

11.John Markman	 '89	 14 Hannum Drive 1D 649-6233

12.Dave Plaut	 '91	 Barclay 21 .4 649-5178

13.Christopher Ptomey	 '91	 Gummere 215 B 645-9988

14.Mike Sisk	 '88	 Lloyd 72F 645-9609

15.Mimi Tun	 '90	 Gummere 136A 645-9637

16.Leanne Yanabu 	 '89 (Secretary)	 760 College Ave. 642-6871
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